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Essex Street Upgraded Above & Below Ground 

The Engineering Division of the Public Works 
Department has overseen a number of improvements to 
Essex Street to complement the new development 
underway in the area. 
 Following the approval of a new LCB Senior Living 
residential complex at the bend of Essex Street, the city 
decided to make upgrades to the surrounding area. In 
addition to repaving all of Essex Street, on the surface the 
project added Victorian lighting between Myrtle and Main 
Streets, designated a bike lane, and improved pedestrian 
accessibility in the area in the form of additional ramps and 
crosswalks. The area of Willow Street between Cherry and 
Essex was also repaved. “We wanted to make Essex Street 
more of an extension of Main Street, incorporate it into 
downtown and give it the same look and feel as Main 
Street,” explained City Engineer Elena Proakis Ellis, adding 
that the work should also “improve the economic 
development of this corridor.” Pedestrians and residents of 
the area will be able to enjoy these extremely visible 
improvements day-to-day.  
 Moreover, utility services on and underneath Essex 
Street have been enhanced. DPW crews have replaced 
 

city-owned water services to properties wherever the pipes 
were made of lead or cast iron, while also improving the 
area’s drainage via new catch basins, manholes, and 
pipelines. Additionally, the city used CCTV technology to 
survey the street’s sewers via remote cameras attached to 
robotic crawlers that make their way through the sewer 
lines and send the video back to monitors above-ground. 
 The project began in the fall of 2015 and was 
substantially completed last August. Much of the necessary 
funding for the project came from a MassWorks 
Infrastructure Program grant, which the city qualified for 
thanks to the aforementioned new housing developments. 
The grant amounts to a total of $641,000, and the 
remaining costs are covered by developers who have done 
recent projects along the corridor (about $150,000) and the 
state’s Chapter 90 roadway program (up to $200,000). 
 Public Works hopes residents and pedestrians have 
been enjoying the upgrades to Essex Street. “The city’s 
really excited about this project and about the impact it’s 
going to have to the businesses and the residents on Essex 
Street,” Ms. Proakis stated. “I think it’s a really positive 
project for the city.” 
 The project reached the substantial completion 
milestone in August. DPW Director John Scenna wanted to 
thank the various individuals who worked together as a 
committee at setting the vision for this project and 
ultimately for what this corridor looks like today. 

Recycling Information 
DPW Recycling Center 
72 Tremont Street 
781-665-0142 
Monday-Friday: 7:30 AM-3:00 PM 
Saturdays (through December 10): 8:00 AM – 3:00 PM 
 

Residents must place a “Recycling Center” sticker on their 
car windshield to enter the Recycling Center. The stickers 
are available for free at the Resident Service Office at 72 
Tremont Street. 
 

Residents may drop off all recyclable materials accepted in 
the curbside recycling program at the Recycling Center. 
These materials include: paper, cardboard, plastic, glass 
and aluminum. The Recycling Center does not accept 
single stream recycling, therefore all items should be 
sorted and placed in the appropriately marked containers. 
Other items accepted for free at the Recycling Center 
include: textiles/clothes, books, CLFs (compact florescent 
light bulbs), small mercury items, eye glasses and propane 
tanks. 

Trash is not accepted at the Recycling Center. 
 
 
Event: Date 
 
 
Event: Date 
 

Crews working on Essex Street this summer. 
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Recent data collection on Melrose’s trash and 
recycling habits has revealed that under the single stream 
system, recycling has gone up, but work can still be done to 
lower trash output. 

A few years after the implementation of a single 
stream recycling program – in which recyclable materials do 
not need to be separated by type – the city is conducting 
research to see how the program has changed consumption 
totals. Public Works and the volunteer-run Melrose 
Recycling Committee collaborated on the project. Data 
collectors went neighborhood to neighborhood and took 
note of how many houses on each street had put out 
recycling bins. Last May, 25% of residents covered by the 
city’s waste collection services were surveyed. The data 
gathered was then analyzed to determine how much 
recycling and trash output had increased and/or decreased, 
and which neighborhoods had the highest and lowest 
recycling participation rates. 

According to the data collected, overall recycling in 
Melrose increased by about 6% between 2013 (the year 
before single stream’s implementation) and 2016. 
Additionally, only 10% of neighborhoods surveyed had less 
than 50% participation in curbside recycling, and half of the 
neighborhoods saw at least 80% participation. Overall, 73% 
of houses were observed to be recycling. The data also 
suggested that the single stream system has helped simplify 
the recycling process for residents; after single stream’s 
introduction, the amount of recycling materials brought to 
the DPW recycling center declined and curbside pickup 
rose. Curiously, however, trash tonnage did not decrease at 
the same rate that recycling increased over the 2013-2016 
period; trash waste has decreased by about 250 tons, 
whereas the city collected an additional thousand tons in 
recycling. The city’s Solid Waste and Recycling Coordinator, 
Sadie Brown, believes this discrepancy may be due to an 
overall increase in the amount of waste output: “What I’m 
seeing [from the data] is single stream made it easy to 
recycle, and we might be consuming more - possibly due to 
increased use of online retailers that send deliveries in 
recyclable packaging.” 

From the survey, the city wants to prioritize 
increasing recycling in neighborhoods where participation is  
under 50%. These neighborhoods, though accounting for 
just 10% of those surveyed, bring Melrose’s average 

Recycling Survey Reveals Growth, Efficiency Due to New Single Stream System 
 
recycling numbers down significantly. The idea is to target 
these specific areas for additional outreach to promote 
recycling. “We might be able to change behavior by finding 
‘neighborhood champions,’” explained Mrs. Brown. “If we 
can influence one person on the street [to start recycling], 
suddenly we can make participation more encouraged.”  

Looking forward, another area DPW plans to focus 
on is reuse. Currently, residents can leave out one bulky 
item for trash pickup each week for free, but these heavy 
(and thereby costly for the taxpayer) items can often be 
reused (e.g. wooden furniture) or broken down into 
component parts and recycled (e.g. mattresses). DPW offers 
free mattress recycling to residents once a year, and 
collaborates with the Melrose Recycling Committee to host 
events like Swap Day (on Oct. 1st this year), which is 
intentionally planned for the weekend after the City-Wide 
Yard Sale so that unsold secondhand items have a 2nd 
chance at being reused before heading to a charity 
organization. Reducing consumption and increasing reuse 
are important priorities that must go hand in hand with 
increasing recycling. 

Curbside data collection will continue into 2016, 
with the goal being to cover another 50% of the city’s 
neighborhoods by the end of next spring. Hopefully further 
data collection will reveal that recycling participation rates 
across Melrose are on the rise. Public Works thanks the 
residents who contribute to the Melrose Recycling 
Committee for helping crunch the numbers and do the leg 
work to make this survey possible. If you are interested in 
assisting with future surveys or in helping “champion” 
recycling in your neighborhood, contact Sadie Brown at the 
DPW City Yard by calling 781-665-0142. 

Above: This graph shows the recycling participation of 

each street surveyed, ordered from lowest to highest. 
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DPW Helps Build New Classrooms for Roosevelt, Winthrop, and Lincoln Schools 

Public Works once again assisted with the 
expansion of Melrose schools by converting rooms in three 
different elementary schools into new classrooms. 

The three schools that were worked on over the 
summer are the Roosevelt, Winthrop, and Lincoln 
elementary schools. Space was converted at all three of 
these schools last year as well, and additional space was 
converted into more efficient teaching areas by DPW to 
both the Horace Mann and Hoover in past summers. Each 
classroom is located in a repurposed space within the 
school: at Winthrop Elementary, the computer room is 
being converted into a classroom, and both the Lincoln and 
Roosevelt are turning what was previously their music 
rooms into full-time classrooms.  

All three of the new classrooms will enable the 
schools to add an additional kindergarten class. Some will 
be put directly into the new classrooms; other kindergarten 
classes may be put into already-existing rooms, with a 
different grade level being relocated to the new room. 
Assistant Director of Public Works Ann Waitt, who is the 
 

facilitator of this project, says the classrooms should fit into 
the existing school structure naturally and will be 
incorporated into day-to-day schooling smoothly. “It should 
be routine. The principals do a great job of making sure 
things all work out for their students,” she said.  

The classroom construction and furnishings are 
being jointly funded by Public Works and Melrose Public 
Schools. 

While these additions will add to our school 
system’s capacity, eventually new measures will need to be 
taken to keep up with the growing student population. The 
Board of Aldermen has approved funding for architects to 
design plans for modular classrooms to be added to the 
Winthrop and Hoover schools, as well as further 
renovations to the Horace Mann, which will add space for 
more students. We will have more information to share 
about this, and will hold neighborhood meetings, in the 
spring. 

In the meantime, this year students can fully enjoy 
the refurbished classrooms built by DPW this summer. 
 
 Load Shedding and Energy Management Systems Helping Save Money and the Environment 

Energy efficiency at the Melrose Middle School and 
High School has increased substantially during the 2016 
calendar year thanks to a practice known as “load 
shedding.” Load shedding is a concept where buildings 
make an effort to consume less energy on days when 
energy usage normally peaks to save money. Since the 
power company has to account for the maximum capacity 
of power usage even if you only use that much for a few 
hours over the course of a day once a month, lowering your 
peak consumption helps reduce rates for the entire year. 
Public Works Assistant Director Ann Waitt outlined it 
clearly: “If the City of Melrose’s highest usage is this Friday, 
which is possibly a potential peak day, and we don’t use as 
much [energy on Friday], we can save money.” Both 
Melrose Veterans Memorial Middle School and Melrose 
High School switched to load shedding last year, and saved 
a total of $30,000 as a result. This year, there’s potential to 
save nearly twice as much. 

As of now, MVMMS and MHS are the only buildings 
to have the load shedding program in place, because they 
are the only two that consume enough energy to make the 
practice effective. “Last year we load shedded at some  

 

other schools and municipal buildings but the impact wasn’t 
enough,” Ms. Waitt explained, saying that only buildings 
that have a type of meter known as a G3 meter see any kind 
of change. “I could shut the whole DPW down and it 
wouldn’t be enough to affect our rate.”  

Helping the load shedding process is the use of a 
remote energy management system (or EMS) installed 
through the Ameresco project. “The DPW has been very 
fortunate to have benefitted from several initiatives and 
projects coordinated by energy manager Martha Grover, 
the Planning Department, and the Energy Commission 
relative to energy management and building systems 
efficiency and controls,” DPW director John Scenna said. 
“Those projects help our staff run these systems efficiently, 
safely, and help produce energy consumption reductions 
that assist in off-setting inevitable rate increases.” The EMS 
allows certain city employees to adjust multiple functions 
of various municipal buildings – whether it be controlling 
the parking lot lights at the high school or changing the air 
conditioning temperatures at City Hall – from their desktop 
computers, smartphones, or tablets.   
(Continued on page 9) 
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Stowecroft Drainage Improvements to  
Help Alleviate Local Flooding 

City Aims to Decrease Sewer Flows, Encourages Residents to Aid the Cause 

Public Works has finished restructuring and 
improving drainage in the Stowecroft Road and Burrell 
Street areas in order to reduce flooding. 

The neighborhood has experienced issues with 
flooding in the past, and this project should prevent much 
of the flooding by allowing water to be drained more 
efficiently. The problem was caused mainly by drain lines 
that went through residential properties; these pipes have 
now been abandoned, and instead water will flow through 
newly-installed pipelines that lie underneath public 
roadways. Previous issues with the slope of the pipes that 
inhibited water flow have also been resolved. Furthermore, 
the area’s lead-based drinking water service lines were 
replaced by DPW crews in advance of the drainage work, 
and National Grid is planning to complete gas main work 
where required to complete infrastructure upgrades to the 
area. The project focused on Stowecroft Road, Albert 
Street, Old Brook Circle, and Burrell Street. The drainage 
construction was completed during the summer, and the 
streets affected will be repaved over the course of this fall. 

With this new drainage work being done, residents 
of the Stowecroft and Burrell neighborhoods can expect a 
significant decrease in the amount of flooding on their 
properties. While no construction work can ever completely 
stop flooding due to extreme weather conditions, the re-
routing of water flow away from residents’ backyards and 
into new pipelines beneath the roads will eliminate the 
main cause of previous flooding to the area. Final roadway 
improvements and repairs will take place this fall. 

 

Inflow & infiltration (or I/I) is the existence of 
extraneous flow in any sewer system that comes from 
rainwater or groundwater. The flow can enter the sewer 
system in a number of ways – infiltration is ground water 
that gets into the pipe network through cracks and leaks, 
and inflow is rainwater that gets in through a variety of 
means, including unintentional connections between 
drainage and sewer systems, holes or leaks in manhole 
covers, or “private inflow.” “Private inflow” occurs when 
residents connect things like roof drains, gutters, and 
pumps to the city’s sewer system. Public Works would like 
to remind residents that this is illegal, as it adds 
unnecessary water pumping and treatment costs. The city 
is happy to assist residents in finding a resolution if they 
discover that they have an illegal connection. 
 Though we’re not the only city dealing with the 
problem, Melrose’s I/I output is significant enough to 
warrant a new DPW program to more aggressively combat 
it in the future. About 59% of Melrose’s wastewater output 
is I/I, which means that 59% of the water we pay to pump 
to the MWRA sewer system for treatment should not be in 
the system in the first place. Therefore, Public Works made 
lowering our city’s I/I a priority, and will do so by initiating a 
multi-step process. First, the city installed new monitoring 
systems in order to determine where I/I was worst. Data 
collection took place from March to May 2016, and the 
analysis of the data will be done this fall. 
 Once the data is analyzed, Public Works will begin 
prioritizing repairs in areas where I/I levels are highest. 
Inspections of individual areas should begin next spring, 
with construction taking place throughout summer and fall 
2017. The construction includes spot repairs on individual 
deficiencies (leaks, cracks, etc.), lining inefficient pipes with 
a slip line, and replacing some pipes altogether. “Trenchless 
technology” – AKA replacing underground pipes with 
minimal excavation – will be employed in this project as 
well. 
 Funding for the sewer flow meters that collected 
the data came from the city, while the construction is being 
funded through the Massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority in what City Engineer Elena Proakis Ellis calls a 
“really good deal,” with three-quarters of the money 
coming from grants and the other 25% from a no-interest 
loan. 
 In the end, the I/I project should help reduce the 
amount of extraneous water that is pumped and treated 
after incorrectly entering the sewer system. This, in turn, 
will save residents money on their sewer bills. Citizens can 
help lower the bills on their own as well by making sure 
they don’t have any illegal connections on their property 
to the city sewer system. 

 

loan. “The sewer system in some areas of Melrose is 
hundreds of years old. Similar to the major focus and 
improvements completed by the community in regards to 
drainage and water system flow issues, it is the DPW’s 
intent to move forward with a similar, aggressive strategy,” 
stated DPW director John Scenna. “Although an initial 
investment will be required, we hope to demonstrate that 
the payback makes this venture necessary and justified to 
the rate payers in Melrose.” (Continued on page 9) 
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Tremont Street Water Main Upgraded Reducing Stormwater Pollution: 
How you can help keep our water bodies clean 

 
During storms and snowmelt, our city’s drainage system 
collects rainfall and other water from sidewalks, streets, 
and driveways, and redistributes it to our natural bodies of 
water in order to prevent flooding. While the rainwater 
itself is clean when it falls from the sky, as it flows towards 
catch basins it can pick up pollutants along the ground and 
carry them into our drainage system. Since drained water is 
typically clean and therefore untreated, these pollutants 
can make their way into the bodies of water where the 
drains empty out. 
 
The problem of stormwater pollution is a major one in 
Massachusetts. Thankfully, it is largely preventable as most 
pollutants that get picked up by runoff are a result of human 
activity. As such, DPW would like to remind Melrose 
residents of proper material disposal processes so that as 
few waste products make their way into our drains as 
possible. The following list shows a number of pollutants 
commonly picked up by storm runoff, and what you can do 
to help reduce stormwater pollution. 
 
Lawn and Garden Waste 
Please recycle or compost all yard waste, and take care to 
keep leaves and grass out of drainage systems. 
 
Pet Waste 
Always clean up after your pets, and please do not leave or 
dispose of your pet’s waste near any drains, culverts, or 
bodies of water. 
 
Hazardous Waste 
Do not dump any form of hazardous waste – including 
liquids – into storm drains. 
 
Vehicle Waste 
Please recycle used oil and other car fluids. 
 
With increased vigilance, the issue of stormwater pollution 
in Melrose can be greatly reduced. If you have any 
questions or concerns regarding stormwater pollution, you 
can contact the Department of Public Works at 781-665-
0142 or the Engineering Division at 781-979-4170. 

 
 

After discovering a major underground water main 
leak at a culvert crossing near Ell Pond about two years ago, 
the Department of Public Works has fully replaced the 
water main beneath Tremont Street. 

In late 2014 and early 2015, the city’s water flow 
data revealed a large amount of water unaccounted for. 
The source of the leak was eventually found in the Tremont 
Street water main where it crossed beneath a culvert that 
conveys drainage flow from the Vinton Street area to Ell 
Pond; the water main was leaking and that water was being 
carried by the drainage pipes into Ell Pond, disguising the 
leakage as more drainage. But thanks to some clever 
investigating by DPW, the problem was identified and fixed. 
DPW director John Scenna said, “Our water rates are set 
based on all water that comes into Melrose, including water 
lost in leaks that never gets to people’s homes; DPW 
aggressively seeks to find and repair these leaks. It is 
imperative that the community continues to support 
investment and improvements such as the Tremont Street 
project as a means to counter inevitable yearly rate 
increases.” 

Rather than just patching the leak, DPW decided to 
replace the water main entirely to preemptively avoid more 
leaks in the future and improve overall water quality and 
flows in the vicinity. Last year, the Tremont Street main was 
replaced from Lake Ave to the Lynn Fells Parkway; this 
summer, work was conducted to replace the main between 
the Lynn Fells Parkway and Union Street. The new pipes are 
made of cement-lined ductile iron, which will stay cleaner 
and allow for more capacity than the older cast iron pipes. 
As a result, the new water main not only minimizes leaks 
but also provides greater water capacity for all of Tremont 
Street.  

“This replacement is part of a larger-scale capital 
improvement plan where we’re identifying the areas in the 
city that have the most critical needs for water main 
replacement,” elaborated City Engineer Elena Proakis Ellis, 
continuing, “and then we’re developing a five-year plan of 
the order of what we’ll replace each year.” Ms. Proakis Ellis 
added that this project falls under the city’s overall vision of 
prioritizing the infrastructural needs of the city and taking a 
holistic approach to resolving them. 
 
(Continued on page 9) 
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Refurbished Traffic Islands Further Beautify Melrose 

This summer, Public Works helped with the 
beautification of Melrose by improving three different 
traffic islands within the city, with work ongoing on a fourth 
this fall. There are around seventeen total traffic islands in 
Melrose, and the work done this summer is just the 
beginning of the project to update them, as Public Works 
expects to re-do more islands next summer. DPW 
Operations Manager Peter Pietrantonio helped lead the 
project. “Some of the islands here in Melrose were kind of 
old, so we’re trying to bring them up to today’s standards,” 
he stated. This project will ultimately improve the city’s 
general beautification. “[The goal is] to have people drive 
through Melrose and say, ‘wow, look at that,’” explained 
Mr. Pietrantonio, adding, “The residents see that we’re 
doing something to help them, and maybe they help us 
keep the city clean.” 
 The three islands that have already been completed 
are the “Welcome to Melrose” island on the Lynn Fells 
Parkway, the island on Crystal Street, and the island on 
Grove and Lebanon Streets. At the “Welcome to Melrose” 
island, Public Works and island sponsor Landscape Inc. 
upgraded the irrigation, re-sodded the area, planted new  

 

flowers, and repainted the sign. The island on Crystal Street, 
which Mr. Pietrantonio described as the “recreational 
gateway of the city,” was also given new irrigation and 
perennial flowers, with the grass also being re-seeded. The 
island at Grove and Lebanon was improved in coordination 
with the other upgrades at Lebanon Street, with two 
benches added to the island on top of the standard changes 
to irrigation, sodding, and planting.  The DPW also worked 
with Robinson’s Funeral Home and the Melrose-Wakefield 
Hospital at improving and upgrading islands in the 
Main/Green/Porter Street hospital square intersection.  

Work on all of these islands has finished, and 
improvements to another have already begun. The island at 
Bellevue Ave and the Lynn Fells Parkway has already had its 
irrigation replaced, and other routine changes are on the 
way with help from island sponsor LCM Landscaping. More 
islands are being targeted for next year, meaning this 
project is something residents can look forward to in the 
future as well as enjoy right now. If you are interested in 
partnering with the DPW in similar improvements, please 
feel free to contact Joan Bell at the Park Department by 
calling 781-662-0210.  

Clockwise from top-left: Islands at Crystal Street, Grove Street, Lynn Fells Parkway, and Robinson Funeral Home. 
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Winter Weather Advisory  

As any Melrose resident will know, winter weather 
conditions can be treacherous in this area. With snow 
season approaching all-too-quickly, the Department of 
Public Works would like to remind everybody of the city’s 
laws and safety regulations regarding snowy and icy 
conditions. 

During snow emergencies, our plow operators are 
hard at work getting our roadways back to safe driving 
conditions. An unfortunate but necessary drawback to 
keeping the roads and sidewalks clear is that snow will often 
be plowed in front of driveways. This is a simply unavoidable 
result of plowing the roads; please understand that it is not 
done on purpose. It is the property owner’s responsibility to 
remove this snow. 

There are several steps residents can take to make 
the plowing process go more smoothly for everyone 
involved. Narrow, steep streets are particularly difficult for 
our equipment to navigate, so please avoid parking in these 
areas during a snowstorm. Please do not park your car in 
any spot that may inhibit the plowing of streets, such as 
across the front of driveways. If the Mayor has declared a 
Snow Emergency Parking Ban, no vehicles are allowed to 
park on any streets. Violators will be subject to ticketing and 
possible towing. Moving snow and/or ice onto public roads 
or sidewalks is also illegal and punishable by fine. 

If your driveway entrance or grass strip appears to 
have been damaged by our plows, please call the City Yard 

 
Public Works Builds Wyoming Cemetery New Flag Burning Memorial, Various Other Upgrades 

Numerous improvements have been made at 
Wyoming Cemetery by DPW this summer. The cemetery is 
well-kept but certain maintenance requires more 
specialized Public Works attention. As DPW Operations 
Manager Peter Pietrantonio put it, “Every year we try to 
upgrade various landscape features and monuments within 
the cemetery, to make it more enjoyable for people who 
visit their loved ones.” 
 The most significant addition, perhaps, is the 
construction of an official flag-burning memorial within the 
cemetery. Every year local Boy Scouts collect and burn torn 
and/or damaged flags, as is proper method of disposal. 
Previously, a pit was dug into the ground to contain the  
 

 

flags; now there is a permanent fire pit surrounded by 
benches, bushes, and flowers to give the ceremony an 
added level of formality and reverence. Public Works would 
like to note that use of the memorial for flag burning still 
must be approved by the city beforehand. 
 A number of other upgrades have been made as 
well. Several of the cemetery’s internal roadways have been 
repaved, as part of a five-year plan to replace many of the 
internal roads. Additional roads have also been dug up 
completely; this will open up 320 new grave plots to the 
public in the upcoming years. Major upgrades to the garage 
building include a new roof, new bathroom, and better 
equipment and electrical services. (Continued on page 9) 

 

at 781-665-0142. Private mailboxes damaged during snow 
plowing are the property owner’s responsibility to repair. 
Additionally, it’s important that basketball hoops and other 
obstructions are not left on the street in winter months. 

Private businesses are required to clear all public 
sidewalks on their property of snow and ice. Residents are 
also requested to clear their sidewalks. Please clear all snow 
from fire hydrants and catch basins near your house, as 
access to both is important to prevent emergencies. If you 
wish, you may obtain winter salt/sand mix at the City Yard, 
located at 72 Tremont Street, during normal working hours 
only. Please do NOT enter the yard during snow 
emergencies; it is dangerous due to all of the DPW vehicles 
coming and going during storms. 

Most importantly, please be safe! Avoid driving in 
snowstorms whenever possible, and be mindful of weather 
conditions. Please remember that we are doing everything 
we can to keep our roadways clear and our citizens safe. 
“Winter storm situations are a time when a community 
must work together. Shoveling hydrants, clearing catch 
basins, checking on neighbors, and making sure sidewalks 
are kept clear and accessible to walkers – including children 
trying to get to school – are all ways in which you can work 
together with the DPW to make Melrose a safer community 
during the winter season,” said DPW Director John Scenna. 
You may contact the DPW City Yard with questions related 
to snow safety and rules at 781-665-0142. 
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   Multiple departments across the city of Melrose are 
excited to put the new geographic information systems to 
use. 
 Previously, Melrose’s roadways and utilities were 
documented on physical paper maps, meaning a different 
map was needed for every mapped layer, making organizing 
and updating them much more difficult. This mapping was 
the backbone of our infrastructure inventory – the location, 
condition, size, material, and age of all of Melrose’s 
infrastructure was included on these maps. About ten years 
ago, the city decided to make the switch to a digital 
database using geographic information systems (GIS). Back 
then, several departments worked together to transfer the 
existing records from the paper maps into the database. 
Now, the city is updating the database to include the most 
recent information available and creating a protocol to 
implement ongoing future updates. 
 The database is particularly useful because of how 
accessible it is; instead of having to dig through piles of 
maps in search of the right one, city employees can now 
simply pull up the GIS database on their computers or 
phones and select which part of Melrose and which 
information they want to look at. A number of departments 
can put the GIS to work: Assessing uses it to look at property 
information; Planning uses it for city planning; and, of 
course, Public Works and Engineering will be using it to aid 
projects in the future as well. 
 For instance, the DPW will be using GIS to help with 
the “Complete Streets” program. The state-funded program 
focuses on creating roadway and sidewalk amenities such 
as bike lanes, crosswalks, and accessibility ramps. The newly 
updated database will allow Public Works to view exactly 
which areas in the city need more of these amenities much 
more easily than paper maps would have allowed. DPW is 
also planning on using GIS for a city-wide street and 
sidewalk condition assessment this fall, where they will 
survey every road and sidewalk in the city and mark in the 
database which ones need renovation the most. 
 Though data collection restarted this summer, 
updating the GIS database will be an ongoing process, as it 
will be the method of mapping the city from here onwards. 
There are plans to have some public access to the database 
eventually. Overall, the GIS will streamline the data retrieval 
process and make every detail about our city more readily 
available and understandable to employees and residents. 

 

The summer employment program at the 
Department of Public Works had yet another successful 
summer this year. 

This summer, DPW hired thirty-three college-age 
and high school-age interns for the summer. Many of the 
interns assist DPW’s full-time staff with their everyday jobs. 
Two helped Parks Department Superintendent Joan Bell all 
summer, doing regular maintenance and upkeep at 
Melrose’s parks and playgrounds. Another two interns have 
been helping with work at the cemetery described earlier in 
this newsletter. 

 “The program gives us more bodies and lets us do 
more things.” said Operations Manager Peter Pietrantonio. 
Mr. Pietrantonio also encourages high school and college 
students to consider working at Public Works “to see how 
their city is run” and “to get a feel for manual labor,” adding, 
“they can feel proud, because when someone does a 
project within the community, they see it and they can say, 
‘Oh, I worked on that.’” 

DPW Assistant Director Ann Waitt agreed 
wholeheartedly with Mr. Pietrantonio: “They’ve been 
immensely helpful in time management because I didn’t 
have to run to all of the different sites for every single task; 
they could do things for me like check on deliveries, drop 
items off, and visit the schools.” She also added that the 
interns helped with some of the more physical tasks too, 
saying, “They could move furniture and change equipment 
between schools, and they also did a lot of painting [at the 
schools] this summer, so that was a huge help.” 

One of this year’s summer employees, UMass 
Amherst student Megan Wolley, echoed Mr. Pietrantonio’s 
and Ms. Waitt’s statements: “I definitely learned a lot about 
how the schools work and pretty much how the city is run – 
a lot of people work really hard.” Her job has her help with 
many different aspects of Public Works – some days she 
helps out with projects on-site, while others she aids the 
office employees with filing and other tasks. When asked if 
she was glad she took the job and if she would recommend 
it to others, she responded affirmatively. “Yes, definitely! 
It’s a great job and you learn a lot.” 

DPW offer new summer employment every year as 
positions open up. If you or someone you know is interested 
in working for DPW next summer, you can inquire and apply 
at the Human Resources office at City Hall in May. 

 

DPW Summer Employment Program GIS Systems Improve City Functionality 
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Load Shedding and EMS Reducing Energy Waste and Improving Response Times 

Continued from page 3 
This allows for immediate analysis and possible solutions 
to a variety of issues, as well as the reduction of wasted 
energy. “In the winter this is especially beneficial,” said 
Ms. Waitt, “giving the department the ability to monitor 
building temperatures very early in the morning, 

sometimes even from our home. This gives staff the ability 
to find and solve problems before the buildings are 
occupied.” The EMS also helps with the load-shedding 
efforts by making it easier to reduce energy usage at the 
middle school and high school. Both schools will continue 
load shedding and using EMS for the foreseeable future. 

Continued from page 7 
Also added to the cemetery were bins for mulch and dirt 
storage and flowers and bushes to the Lebanon Street 
entrance, the main entrance having been worked on last 
year. The city also plans on installing a new irrigation system 
around the office building next year. DPW Director John 
Scenna stated, “The cemetery committee has been working 
very diligently over the past year in attempts to bring the 
cemetery operations and grounds to the next level. DPW is 
happy to assist them in these various projects and in the 
direction they are attempting to set forth.” These changes 
will all help make Wyoming Cemetery a more pleasant 
resting place for loved ones and for their families to visit. 

 

DPW Upgrades Wyoming Cemetery Tremont Street Water Enhancements 

Continued from page 5 
 

Speaking of that holistic approach, in addition to 
replacing the water main, the project included replacement 
of all water service lines beneath Tremont Street and also 
included repaving both Tremont and Union Streets this fall. 
Moreover, National Grid has also been installing a new gas 
main in place of their old one for the neighborhood around 
Tremont Street, and they will be helping cover the costs of 
the repaving. Much of the rest of the funding is coming from 
a 0% interest loan from the Massachusetts Water Resources 
Authority (MWRA) as part of their water system 
improvements loan program.  

Continued from page 4 
In the end, the I/I project should help reduce the 

amount of extraneous water that is pumped and treated 
after incorrectly entering the sewer system. This, in turn, 

Sewer Improvements to Reduce Water Waste and Sewer Bills 

will save residents money on their sewer bills. Citizens can 
help lower the bills on their own as well by making sure 
they don’t have any illegal connections on their property 

to the city sewer system. 


